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Hi Coaches! 

 
We are so excited to see you and your programs in Orlando for the 40th anniversary of the 
National Dance Team Championship! It is going to be a historical event and we are so excited to 
be bringing back our Opening Number to celebrate this milestone! 
 
Starting at the very first NDTC, the UDA staff and teams did an opening number to kick off the 
Championship. This year we are excited to have a new routine that we know the dancers are 
going to LOVE! 

 
This routine will feature UDA staff members as well as dancers from each team competing at 
the Championship. This is where you come in! You will need to designate up to TWO people 
who will represent your team in the performance.  This is optional but HIGHLY recommended as 
we want each team to be represented on ESPN! Because the Championship is so large, we can 
only have one or two people from each team, NO EXCEPTIONS!  They will need to learn the 
routine via the link provided and be able to come to rehearsal during the weekend. The specific 
times will be posted when the schedule is posted online on at uda.varsity.com.  They will need 
to choose one uniform from their school/team to wear in the performance. 

 
We will rehearse once on Saturday and tape for television on Sunday.  The performance will be 
televised in segments along with other highlights from the weekend, in the opening of one of 
the ESPN shows. 
  
What you need to do now: 

 
1. Designate who your team’s representative is going to be. 
2. Pass on the routine to them so that they can learn their designated part. 
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3. You have been assigned to be in GROUP ONE. Please make sure your representatives learns 
the correct section along with the CLOSING SECTION - which all athletes will be a part of. 
4. If you have poms (even if you are not using them for the competition), please bring them 
with you. There is a chance we will be using them in the routine for your group. 
 
Opening Number Choreography 

• CLICK HERE for Group One Choreography 

o Password: UDA 

• CLICK HERE to Closing Choreography 

o Password:UDA 

You will receive your final information concerning the National Dance Team Championship 
soon. You will find the designated times for rehearsal listed on the Order of Competition. We 
just wanted to get you the material as soon as possible. 

 
Thanks so much for joining us at our event and being a part of our opening number. It is going 
to be such an amazing performance!  If you have any questions about the opening number, 
please feel free to email us at ndtc@varsity.com.  
 
Thanks again and see you and your team soon! 
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